Jews Battle Arabs
As Mideast Erupts

ISRAELIS TAMES vows into Jerusalem as the Mideast crisis fumes into war. At first news of downed Israeli planes began to come in from various locations over Israel and Jordanian sectors of the divided city and occasioned U.S. Truce Commission headquarters there after positions which had stunned the building workers.

"We were extremely impressed by the courage and determination of the citizens who faced thisTry to stop us now," one of the men shouted. This is the way we will make Jerusalem.

Planes Attack Airfield
In North; MIG Downed

AUGUST 5 — U.S. fighter-bombers at­tacked a Commercial MIG based in North Jordan on August 5, and also downed another on August 4, thus straining thealready fragile relationship between Israel and Jordan. The伏击 was the latest of many small-scale attacks against Jordanian air bases and the latest of several incidents in the area that have raised the possibility of a full-scale war between the two countries. The U.S. attack was the second ofits kind in recent weeks and the latest of the many incidents that have raised the possibility of a full-scale war between the United States and Jordan.

In the first five days of the Mideast conflict, the U.S. has reported that 100 enemy planes have been shot down, including 75 by Israeli planes. The remaining 25 were downed by Jordanian planes. Of these, 20 were downed by Israeli planes, while five were downed by Jordanian planes.
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INSTANT GUIDE FOR THE WAR

Why are Army personnel denied the very rights they’re obliged to protect?

Two U.S. Army court marines in the last five years have convicted a private and a captain for doing "corporate prison systems." In a state last Friday, Pvt. Andrew Stagg was sentenced to a year in the lowest-forward prison system for confused hard labor, and forfeiture of several hours of pay. In the other case, Capt. Howard Levis, a demobilized veteran, was sentenced Saturday to 3 to 3 years in prison and dismissed from the Army for disloyalty and discrediting.

Stagg was convicted by a court

Levis was convicted of charges that he willfully directed an order to set up and operate a training program in Yemen to make "false statements aimed at preventing "discrimination" among the troops, and "waving" of disloyalty and discrediting.

When are the men who choose to continue this Government's whispered the very rights they're protecting?

By Art Buchwald

WASHINGTON — By any yardstick, the Middle East crisis is a long way from over, but if you know what all the countries involved are doing, you probably know what the U.S. is doing. If you’re getting a good indication of the situation, you probably know what overall strategy is going on. You probably know what the State Department is doing.

A STRATEGIC VIEW — We should expect to see a long-term conflict and a long-term war. The United States is and will remain a major player in the Middle East. The United States will continue to support the countries in the region that are its allies and friends. The United States will continue to work with the region to promote stability and security. The United States will continue to support international efforts to resolve the conflict and achieve a just and lasting peace.

AGGRESSIVE THEORY — What do we do? The United States should take a more aggressive approach. The United States should be more willing to use military force to achieve its goals. The United States should be more willing to engage in direct negotiation with Iran. The United States should be more willing to use economic sanctions to pressure Iran.

Buchwald — The United States should take a more passive approach. The United States should avoid direct military involvement. The United States should support efforts to negotiate a settlement. The United States should continue to support economic sanctions against Iran.

PROFIT — What do we do? The United States should aim to profit from the conflict. The United States should seek to gain control over the region’s resources, including oil. The United States should seek to use the conflict to increase its influence in the region. The United States should seek to gain control of the conflict through direct negotiations with Iran.
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Garrison Says Ruby Involved In JFK Assassination Plot

NEW ORLEANS — Orleans Parish Dist. Atty. Jim Garrison said today that Dallas citizen Lee Harvey Oswald was part of a plot to assassinate President John F. Kennedy.

Garrison's trial of Lee Harvey Oswald for the murder of President Kennedy was heard Sept. 26-Oct. 13. The district attorney charged that Oswald was part of a plot to assassinate the president.

Upward Bound Works With UI To Help Students

By JIM JOHNSON

RICHARD W. BUDD

Meadow, 833-1105

UI:IO 111 ;

Winston Churchill was once described as a man who did not allow things to stand in the way of his ambitions. This is also true of Richard W. Budd, who, as director of the Upward Bound program at the University of Iowa, has been responsible for the program's dramatic success.

Budd's appointment was announced by Elk Shaw, the University's director of Special Services and Programs, in an address to students and faculty at a recent ceremony.

The Upward Bound program is designed to help high school students from economically and educationally disadvantaged backgrounds achieve higher education.

Budd was born in Iowa and attended the University of Iowa, where he received his B.S. degree in journalism in 1961. He later earned his M.S. degree in journalism at the University of Florida and his Ph.D. in mass communications in 1964.

Budd's specialty is in the area of economic opportunity and educational policies, and he has been active in the National Economic Opportunity Foundation, a national organization dedicated to improving educational and economic opportunities for disadvantaged youth.

He has also served as the director of the Upward Bound program at the University of Florida and as a member of the American Association of Public
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Budd Promoted In J-School

Richard W. Budd, director of the University of Iowa's School of Journalism and Mass Communication, has been appointed to the position of dean of the school.

Budd's new appointment was announced by Elk Shaw, the University's director of Special Services and Programs, in an address to students and faculty at a recent ceremony.

The Upward Bound program is designed to help high school students from economically and educationally disadvantaged backgrounds achieve higher education.
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... And Then He Was 5th

Hawks Win Track Meet


Huston Stays With St. Louis

ST. LOUIS — Peter L. Reimer has returned his current with the American League.

The Hawks said they were flummoxed in the first game and that they didn't have the same game in the second game.

The American League is currently building a 50,000-seat stadium in St. Louis to accommodate the team. The stadium will be located in the downtown area and is scheduled to open in 1959.

Baseball Roundup

Twins Beat Tribe

MINNEAPOLIS — The big story of the day was the Twins' 4-3 win over the Tribe. The Twins scored three runs in the ninth inning to take the lead.

Dodgers Triumph

ATLANTA — The big news of the day was the Dodgers' 4-1 win over the Braves. The Dodgers scored three runs in the ninth inning to take the lead.

Litter doesn't throw itself out. Only people can prevent litter.

There's a better way to beat the heat...
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